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1: Map of the 
study area.
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Having started in summer 2009, the project´s field 
of activity is located in the southwest of Haldensle-
ben, Sachsen-Anhalt, in the border region between 
the low mountain range and the northern lowlands 
(1), which is partly formed by the geomorphologi-
cal division between the loess soils to the south and 
the glacial moraine sediments northward, along the 
small valley of the river Beber (see (1) inset map). A 
division which also represents the most important 
and well known cultural, and chronological fracture 
zone of the European Neolithic. 
Today, 76 megalithic tombs of formerly 130 known 
grave sites of the TRB are still preserved. With this 
remarkably high concentration of 8 tombs per 
square kilometer the Haldensleben Forest houses 
a unique ensemble of monuments. The relation be-
tween monuments and settlements in the cultural 
landscape is one concern of the project. Another 
question is the high increase of monuments in this 
landscape. How and when did the idea of mega-
lithic tombs or causewayed enclosures appear in 
this region? Is the human impact and the popula-
tion density visible? Which structures of the socie-
ty are reflected in the monuments? Are influences 
between the cultural spaces on different geomor-
phological territories observable?

Two of the known sites have been surveyed with 
geomagnetics and archaeological excavations, 
one of which turned out to be of Bronze Age origin 
instead of a megalthic tomb. But directly above 
the Beber valley a highly successful geomagneti-
cal survey was conducted on a causewayed en-
closure in July 2009 (2). Aerial photos showed 
three ditches, whose number amounted to ten 
ditches in the survey. They where arranged in 
bundles of three internal ditches running parallel. 

Single finds from the field surface point to a mid-
dle neolithic dating of this enclosure. A complex 
stratigraphy might be derived from the visible 
chorography, and will therefore be one of the 
main topics of the projected excavations in sum-
mer 2010. In addition, a second megalithic tomb 
(4) will be partly excavated, hopefully leading to 
a model with several radiocarbon dates based 
on stratigraphy. This could form the backbone of 
a time based analysis of interaction between the 
two types of monumentality. 
All known archaeological sites of the research 
area were entered into a project database. The 
data of the megalithic tombs in the Haldensleben 
forest were acquired in the field. The condition of 
preservation determines the informative value of 
the object. The evaluation of the collected data 

2: Plan of the geomagnetic survey at the cause-
wayed enclosure.

3: CAD drawing of a 
megalithic tomb (Beber-
berg 03).

4: Photo of the megalithic tomb „Küsterberg“ 
(Hundisburg 14), which will be excavated in sum-
mer 2010. Photo: M. Lindemann

5: Beberberg March 2010, in the background 
Hundisburg castle (left) and the 2009 excavated 
Beberberg barrow (right). Photo: M. Lindemann
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takes size and shape of the monuments and the 
location of the burial chamber inside the monu-
ment into account, as well as the overall location 
in the environment. Furthermore, the selected 
graves were subject to a detailed digital meas-
urement by a tachymeter. 

So far, the project database in combination with 
GIS software has revealed details of the neolithic 
cultural landscape and an airborne laser scan of 
the area has confirmed the completeness of the 
recorded data. Thus the distribution of monu-
ments in the landscape, chronological phases, 
variations in shape and construction become vis-
ible in relation to each other, to the settlements 
and enclosures. The analysis of these relations 
will provide an answer to the question if a social 
differentiation of the resident population is reflect-
ed in the distribution of sites and monuments.


